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Swan was founded in 1989, but that was not the only earth-shaking event. There were others too. Answer this quiz
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Dear Friends,

about events in 1989 and win a prize.
To answer the quiz please go to the link : www.swansol.com/issue12-quiz
All correct entries will be entered into a draw to select a single winner. Winners will be directly communicated
and announced in the next issue.

When you are 25, you are just about
ready to take on the world, and this
is exactly how I feel about Swan
and its future as we celebrate our
25th anniversary. It has been a
very exciting, fulfilling and
rewarding journey thanks to my
people, my customers and not the
least my OEM partners.

25TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
Awards and Accolades

Q1. A famous event in 1989 united a country with its other
half. Name the country.
Russia

Germany

Argentina

Korea

Q6. Which Indian company started selling personal

Milestones

computers through a dealer channel in this year?

Down Memory Lane

Wipro

Long Innings

HCL

DCM

Sterling

TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Q2. Which Latin American country returned to democracy

Q7. Soviet Union issued its first credit card in a step to

after 20 years of military rule in the year 1989?

digitize its banking system. Which card was this?

Argentina

Master Card

Brazil

Chile

Nicaragua

Q3. Which American president took office in 1989?
Ronal Reagan

George W Bush

Lyndon Johnson

Jimmy Carter

Q4. Who issued a Fatwa against Salman Rushdie’s – Satanic

Switch

American Express

Q8. The Nobel Peace Prize of 1989 was awarded to this
personality.
Aung San Suu Kyi

Tenzin Gyatso

Oscar Sánchez

Mikhail Gorbachev

Q9. India successfully test fired a missile in this year.

Verses, condemning him to death?

Name it.

Ingrid Mattson

Ayatollah Khomeini

Prithvi

Anwar al-Aulaqi

Azizul Haque

Q5. Where was the bloodiest massacre of innocent people

Visa

Agni

Akaash

Trishul

Q10. This was the year when a cricketing legend made his
international debut. Name him.

in a public place in this year?
Tiananmen Square, China

Parade Square, Poland

Kapil Dev

Sachin Tendulkar

Merdeka Square, Indonesia

Times Square, New York

N. S Siddhu

Mohammed Azharuddin

INNOVATIONS

HAPPENINGS

When we started operations in 1989 in the attic of my
father’s shop, our initial customers doubted if we would
outlast the warranty of the products we sold. Today we
have put behind us 25 years of service to the IT industry
not just in Mumbai but across India.
Swan’s biggest asset is its people who enjoy the
empowered environment that I fostered. Those who
chose Swan over other careers celebrate their far sighted
vision today, and those who went away have stayed
friends and well-wishers.
Our ability to deliver on our promises earned the fidelity
of many customers and principals. Our staunch ethics
and hard work helped us to grow and run a sustainable
operation. We are truly a people’s company where
customers come first and where company’s ambitions are
aligned with the aspirations of its people.
I am thankful to all of you for making this day happen and
hope that you will continue to support and bless us.
This is a special 25th Anniversary issue of CommuniQA,
perhaps filled with a little nostalgia, but it has the regular
features which we hope you will enjoy reading.

Cheers
Mohammed Sutarwala

To answer the quiz please go to the link : www.swansol.com/issue12-quiz
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The Next Generation Firewall
from Palo Alto Networks
In olden times IT world was a simple world. There
were only few applications; Web , Email & FTP. With
predictable application behavior it was very easy to
protect and control by port-wise or Layer 4 Firewalls.
But today things have changed. We are in the Cloud
and Mobility era. IT is no longer as simple as it was
earlier. Business as well as social applications have
opened a new threat including the BOYD and mobility
challenges. Cyber threats are getting more sophisticated and tactics such as phishing, DDoS attacks, SQL

Next Generation Firewall capabilities
we would like are:
• Visibility to all applications including embedded items –
discover unknown and manage legitimate ones
• Control and limit access to different applications such as
Gmail, LinkedIn by user role.
• Apply QoS to manage bandwidth by application layer
(Layer 7) and user role
• Tie users and devices to applications, regardless of
location
• Scan content and protect against all threats, both known
and unknown.

Palo Alto Layer 7 Next-Generation Firewall
Stateful inspection and port blocking are useless in today’s
landscape: Palo Alto Networks® offers true innovation in
network security through the next-generation firewall
(NGFW).
• Palo Alto help organizations safely enable applications,
maintain visibility and control, and reduce total cost of
ownership through security simplification.
• Palo Alto NGFW scans content to stop threats, both known
and unknown, and prevent data leakage—regardless of
port, protocol, evasive tactic, or SSL encryption.
• Palo Alto enable applications based on user, not just IP
address, regardless of location ordevice type, at speeds up

1

Injections are becoming common-place. The traditional Layer 4 Firewalls can no longer address and
control these applications.
We require an innovative security approach to identify, control, and safely enable new age applications.
We need to proactively inspect content for known and
unknown cyber threats in real time without compromising throughput. We need to simplify infrastructure
and reduce TCO. The answer to all these requirements
is a Next Generation Firewall (NGFW).S

to 20Gbps with predictable performance. It is time for a
fundamentally new approach to network security: a NGFW
that safely enables applications—and the business.

Awards and Accolades
Awarded by

Year

Award Name

2014

Gold Member

2014

Premier 100 Honoree (Ingenious 100)

2013

Hall of Fame Award
Premier 100 Honoree

2012

Premier 100 Honoree

Key Differentiator

2011

Storage Awards Honoree

Palo Alto Networks NGFWs safely enable all network traffic,
known and unknown, by enforcing policy within the context
of the application, user, and content.

2010

Premier 100 Honoree

• Identiﬁes all applications, on all ports, all the time—by
default. The application, not just the port, is the basis of
the security policy.
• Eliminates duplicate policy creation and reconciliation
with a unified policy editor.Lowers operational efforts and
enforces positive control model security.
• Automatically categorizes unknown applications for
analysis and systematic management.

Premier 100 Honoree
2009

Premier 100 Honoree

2013

India's Best Enterprise VAR

2014

HP Best Enterprise Partner - West

2013

HP Storage award for achieving the HPSD
program order target during Jul-Oct 2013

2013

Award for Outstanding contribution
towards growing the Proliant business 12-13

2011

Mumbai's 1st HP DL980 Server Win

2010

HP Proliant League of Champions toward
sgrowth of Proliant Business in SMB Q4
2010

2008

IBM's Preferred 'Blades Specialist" Business
Partner 2008

2004

Letter of Appreciation for making IBM No. 1
Intel Server brand in India & capturing the
highest market share

2001

IBM's First Blade Center Order in India

• Integrates with the widest range of user repositories on
the market. Ensures identity of all users regardless of
platform.
• Safe enablement policies extended to all users, local or
remote, for consistency.
• Threat prevention leverages App-ID™ decoders for
application and protocol context.
• Stream-based, uniform signature format scanning engine
protects against known vulnerability exploits, malware
and spyware.
• Virtualized sandbox environment analyzes unknown
threats, and automatically creates and delivers signatures.
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Down Memory Lane
Swan Computer Systems was founded in
1989 by Mohammed Sutarwala with a
dealership from HCL. From the attic of the
family run shop, a team of 4 sales executives started scouting the bylanes of
Masjid Bunder to sell XTs, ATs, and 386.

Swan

A Swan hoarding on Masjid station attracted Network

customer’s reverse auctions and distributor credit policies.

Limited to offer us a dealership for Electronic Typewriters, Fax
Machines and consumables. The team expanded and

rode

the

liberalization

wave

and

become

customer service through the Wipro customer support
franchise came handy to start its own FM business.
We learned to handle warehousing, transportation, and
installation across India. We learned OEM’s order processes,
Nitin Alsi, Murtuza Sutarwala, and Manish Naik were the new
stars under Kamal’s captainship with Mohsin and Vishwas

NIIT franchise in Udaipiur, and a few more experiments with

Swan is not just about its current people but also those who

Barcodes, Attendance Systems, Sybase database and MapInfo

played their part and moved on. We owe our thanks to them

did not go so well and were wound up.

as well. And we owe our gratitude to the channel managers of

Wipro dealership in 1994 gave us access to large accounts and

our OEMs who believed in us and taught us processes and

announcing our aspirations from atop the World Trade

instilled reporting discipline. To early customers we are
indebted for believing in us and to skeptics for posing a
challenge.

Centre at our annual conference. The creation of Swan Nest in
1997, a joint venture with Nest,made Swan’s team autonomous
of Mohammed who now focused, with his new partners, on
business for KTS, pagers and mobile phones. Swan continued
to flourish under the command of Kamal Sejpal who now had
full charge after another senior Swan quit in 1999 to start on
his own.

Swan is not just about its current
people but also those who played
their part and moved on. We owe
our thanks to them as well.

dissolved and the partners of Swan Nest went their own ways.
Mohammed instead of returning to manage Swan opened a
software company Emqube in 2002 which he then moved to
Dubai in 2003. Swans deputed to Swan Nest returned to Swan
along with new talent from Swan Nest.

1994

Wipro Customer
Service Centre

1996

HP Partnership
5 cr turnover crossed
IBM partnership
24x7 FM operations start
Swan Nest dissolved. Swans
deputed to Swan Nest
return to Swan
Emqube Started in Dubai

1999

1990

Answering Machines,
Telex Card

1992

Network Electronic Typewriters
& Fax Machines
Developed fax awakening
device Fax Angel
Barcodes, Attendance Systems

1995

Incorporation as Pvt Ltd. Co.
Annual Planning Conference atop
World Trade Centre

1997

JV with Nest to form Swan Nest
Swan becomes self-managed

2000

Swan Nest merges with
Lanbit

2002

Emqube - software & web
company - takes birth
Big ordes start pouring in

2006

Bigger Office in Andheri

2008

25 Cr turnover crossed

2011

Retreat in Pushkar. Top tier
flies together
Axis Bank places Swan's biggest
ever order - 16 Cr
50 Cr turnover crossed

2013

Swan Premier League established

2001
2003

2007

It has been a long journey both exciting and extremely
rewarding. The collective spirit, the empowered environment
and the enterprise of the people are our success mantras. In
our 25th year we hope to -move to a bigger office that will
house our growing team and give wings to their aspirations.

Active forays in Solution
Arena

New blood injected in
Swan. Pre sales is born
25th year celebrated

3

1991

Wipro Infochannel
gives access to
large accounts

Amby Valley planning
conference

Swan Nest went through many transformations but Swan
continued on its stable path of growth. In 2001, Swan Nest

NIIT Franchise,
Udaipur

1989

Swan crossed its 5 Cr, then 25 Cr, and 50 Cr mark with ease

business flourished as we became their top dealers. In 1991

1995 we incorporated as a private limited company

Swan Inception
HCL Dealership

OEM-agnostic tying up with HP and IBM. Its exposure to

pitching in.

we started competing with other larger dealers in Mumbai. In

MILESTONES

2010
2012
2014

4
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Technology Trends

LONG
INNINGS

The

A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO SWANS THAT HAVE PLAYED A LONG INNINGS.
22

years

Kamal Sejpal

Director Operations

Swan is Kamal and Kamal is Swan. He has
been at the crease for over 22 years. With a
good team, a strong customer orientation and sound financial
acumen he has guided the journey. Kamal balances dharma
and karma in the most outstanding way.

19

years

Nitin Alsi
VP Sales

A fresh engineer from Nagpur found his
calling at Swan 19 years ago and has made
Mumbai his town and Swan his company since then. Like a
magnet he attracts customers and they stay stuck to him. The
first lesson he learnt at Swan was that promises are kept to be
made, and he fulfills that in each customer engagement.

17

years

Murtuza Sutarwala
Director Sales

A share-holder, but had to earn his wings
through the hard way starting as a Sales Executive in Swan Nest. He joined Swan in 1997 and has since been
managing large accounts for enterprise sales and is now
heralding successes in the solution business.

16

years

Vikas Utekar

Office Assistant

When hardwork is your credo then success
cannot be far behind. Vikas has proved this
time and again through his dedication and eagerness to learn
and take on new responsibilities. He is currently on client-site
taking care of stores.

12

years

Ravindra M. Mane

Sr. Customer Support Engineer

Swan Facility Management business was built
on the sheer hardwork and determination of its
technical resources and Ravindra Mane is from the first batch
of on-site engineers. He has worked with key clients like SBI
Life & Tata Interactive.

5

21

years

Mumtaz Ansari
Office Assistant

The first person to wear a Swan uniform and
since then has been doing so for the last 21
years. He awakes, lives and sleeps Swan quite literally. Though
he has grown old in Swan he still looks as young as ever and
called Mumtazbhai by everyone.

18

years

Manish Naik

Service Head – FM Business

A people’s person to the core, Manish started
his career with Swan in 1996, then moved to
Swan Nest and came back to Swan to strengthen the team. He
laid the foundation of Swan’s FM business.

17

years

Vishwas More
AVP-A/c & Fin.

Vishwas the guy with the never say No attitude
is the staunchest believer in the destiny of
Swan. Joined the group through Swan Nest in 1997 and later
came to Swan in 2001 to run the accounts division. First to
arrive and last to leave, he sets an example for all to follow.

16

years

Mohsin A Surve

Business development Manager

If not for Swan the means to earn a livelihood,
he would have happily been a cricketer. A
stickler for discipline and process Mohsin started with Swan
Nest as Stores Keeper in 1996 and after rotating 6 years
through different group companies and roles came to Swan in
2002.

11

years

Arsulamin Shaikh

Sr. Customer Support Engineer

Arsulamin Shaikh has been a bastion of stability in the chaotic world of engineer attrition.
He has charted his career with Swan starting as desktop
engineer and has worked his way up the ladder to head his
team.

Internet
of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) it he latest
buzzword defining the interconnected landscape of embedded computing devices
connected on the internet. These are not just
smartphones, and tablets but also devices
such as copiers, printers, scanners, toasters,
refrigerators and even personal healthcare
monitoring devices.
All these devices
converge together to create a Smart Grid
that can be exploited by businesses to
increase performance and for people to
make their lives better.

According to Gartner, ABI Research and
survey conducted by Pews International, the
number of devices connected by 2025 will be
more than 4 times the number of people on
earth, which is around 30 billion. The IOT
will put pressure on IT to regulate the
personal devices allowed to connect on the
corporate network as also to defend ROI of
such corporate devices that are IOT ready.
The industry has other challenges that are
described in this article

Interoperability
The millions of diverse devices have to interconnect and

technology coupled with some smart cubes of data and BI

share information directly or through a hub to make them

tools is addressing this challenge

mutually

beneficial.

The

challenge

lies

in

the

development of service platforms that allow the devices
to interconnect. Various cooperative initiatives have been
formed to create standards for interoperability.

Data Crunching
The live streaming of data from billions of devices will
result in large amounts of data that could be meaningless
unless converted into information on a real time basis.
Large scale data storage and fast processing can spell the
success or doom of IoT.

Communication Standards
Besides the IP network that may be the backbone
of the connectivity, other communication such as
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC, RFID, Zigbee, Z-Wave will
require to work together. For seamless
communication devices will need to interconnect
using a shared standard that will ensurreliability
and network availability.

Development in Big Data
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22

years

Kamal Sejpal

Director Operations

Swan is Kamal and Kamal is Swan. He has
been at the crease for over 22 years. With a
good team, a strong customer orientation and sound financial
acumen he has guided the journey. Kamal balances dharma
and karma in the most outstanding way.

19

years

Nitin Alsi
VP Sales

A fresh engineer from Nagpur found his
calling at Swan 19 years ago and has made
Mumbai his town and Swan his company since then. Like a
magnet he attracts customers and they stay stuck to him. The
first lesson he learnt at Swan was that promises are kept to be
made, and he fulfills that in each customer engagement.

17

years

Murtuza Sutarwala
Director Sales

A share-holder, but had to earn his wings
through the hard way starting as a Sales Executive in Swan Nest. He joined Swan in 1997 and has since been
managing large accounts for enterprise sales and is now
heralding successes in the solution business.

16

years

Vikas Utekar

Office Assistant

When hardwork is your credo then success
cannot be far behind. Vikas has proved this
time and again through his dedication and eagerness to learn
and take on new responsibilities. He is currently on client-site
taking care of stores.

12

years

Ravindra M. Mane

Sr. Customer Support Engineer

Swan Facility Management business was built
on the sheer hardwork and determination of its
technical resources and Ravindra Mane is from the first batch
of on-site engineers. He has worked with key clients like SBI
Life & Tata Interactive.

5

21

years

Mumtaz Ansari
Office Assistant

The first person to wear a Swan uniform and
since then has been doing so for the last 21
years. He awakes, lives and sleeps Swan quite literally. Though
he has grown old in Swan he still looks as young as ever and
called Mumtazbhai by everyone.

18

years

Manish Naik

Service Head – FM Business

A people’s person to the core, Manish started
his career with Swan in 1996, then moved to
Swan Nest and came back to Swan to strengthen the team. He
laid the foundation of Swan’s FM business.

17

years

Vishwas More
AVP-A/c & Fin.

Vishwas the guy with the never say No attitude
is the staunchest believer in the destiny of
Swan. Joined the group through Swan Nest in 1997 and later
came to Swan in 2001 to run the accounts division. First to
arrive and last to leave, he sets an example for all to follow.

16

years

Mohsin A Surve

Business development Manager

If not for Swan the means to earn a livelihood,
he would have happily been a cricketer. A
stickler for discipline and process Mohsin started with Swan
Nest as Stores Keeper in 1996 and after rotating 6 years
through different group companies and roles came to Swan in
2002.

11

years

Arsulamin Shaikh

Sr. Customer Support Engineer

Arsulamin Shaikh has been a bastion of stability in the chaotic world of engineer attrition.
He has charted his career with Swan starting as desktop
engineer and has worked his way up the ladder to head his
team.

Internet
of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) it he latest
buzzword defining the interconnected landscape of embedded computing devices
connected on the internet. These are not just
smartphones, and tablets but also devices
such as copiers, printers, scanners, toasters,
refrigerators and even personal healthcare
monitoring devices.
All these devices
converge together to create a Smart Grid
that can be exploited by businesses to
increase performance and for people to
make their lives better.

According to Gartner, ABI Research and
survey conducted by Pews International, the
number of devices connected by 2025 will be
more than 4 times the number of people on
earth, which is around 30 billion. The IOT
will put pressure on IT to regulate the
personal devices allowed to connect on the
corporate network as also to defend ROI of
such corporate devices that are IOT ready.
The industry has other challenges that are
described in this article

Interoperability
The millions of diverse devices have to interconnect and

technology coupled with some smart cubes of data and BI

share information directly or through a hub to make them

tools is addressing this challenge

mutually

beneficial.

The

challenge

lies

in

the

development of service platforms that allow the devices
to interconnect. Various cooperative initiatives have been
formed to create standards for interoperability.

Data Crunching
The live streaming of data from billions of devices will
result in large amounts of data that could be meaningless
unless converted into information on a real time basis.
Large scale data storage and fast processing can spell the
success or doom of IoT.

Communication Standards
Besides the IP network that may be the backbone
of the connectivity, other communication such as
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC, RFID, Zigbee, Z-Wave will
require to work together. For seamless
communication devices will need to interconnect
using a shared standard that will ensurreliability
and network availability.
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Happenings

Technology Trends
Regulatory Compliance
The access to corporate and personal data on the
IoT will require changes in governance and privacy
policy. Data may be used anonymously with prior
permission but the privacy of data being shared
with supermarkets, healthcare clinics, and
entertainment hubs will require strict and
enforceable laws.

Holistic Application Suites
The interconnectivity of devices will also result in a
plethora of applications that may individually serve
well the particular device. For example a Copier
might have an application that automatically orders
the cartridge. However it will have to work with the
Stationery Stock application to determine the
reorder level and the Economic Order

Quantity(EOQ). Similarly the Smart Fridge can
order eggs but will have to work with a Calorie
monitoring device to know the optimum
consumption for the family. A holistic suite of
application will be required to reduce individual
apps or bring them under a common service
platform with shared goals.
These are known challenges and work is in
progress to address them to make the IoT work
and provide the promised benefits. There will be
newer challenges that will also find their answers,
but the IoT is already a reality that will only get
bigger and bigger. The next time you open your
fridge and don’t find milk, don’t be surprised if the
milkman is right at the door already in anticipation
of your need.

Awards & Events

Diwali Party

Indoor Games

Innovation - Apps we recommend
Cloze integrates all of your social media accounts into one – Facebook, Twitter,
Email, and even LinkedIn. Cloze is good because it organizes your contacts by who
you speak with most, not who you spoke to last. This means your significant other,

Outing

family members, and best friends are a single click away…

Hot5 is the up and coming fitness app to watch out for this year. From abs and core
to yoga and flexibility and everything in between, Hot5 contains pages and pages
of 5 minute video workouts of every variety and difficulty level. The best part? Hot5
is completely free. No hidden costs, no paid upgrades. Hot5 gives you the best of
the best without costing you a penny. But beware…. this app is addicting!

This handy app from LinkedIn allows you to scan your contact’s card directly to
Linked In so that your business contacts also become your LinkedIn Connections.

7

Swan Cricket League 2014
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